ATTENTION!!!
SENIORS and FRESHMEN!!!

Have you received an email from the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), asking you to complete their online survey? When you take the time to fill out the NSSE, you give Pace a chance to know you better and make Pace work better for you! Not only that, but completing the survey (100%—partials are not counted!) enters you into a Pace-only raffle for:

GRAND PRIZE
Apple’s Brand New Toy
iPad

2nd PRIZE
Amazon Kindle DX

Don’t delay! The NSSE Survey window closes April 30. Don’t miss your chance to be one of the first to have an iPad or Kindle!

Direct questions about the survey to Barbara Pennipede or Joy Tatusko of the Office of Planning, Assessment and Institutional Research at 914 923-2699 (x22699) or 914 923-2633 (x22633).

Complete your survey now and earn your chance to win!